Challenge your family!

Each family member should take a different I-Spy card and see who can find all the artwork listed on their card. When you find a sculpture that fits the description, write the title and the artist’s name on the line beside it. Younger children can put an “X” on the line instead. Be safe and good luck! (Take photos and tag us on social media).

1 - I Spy a sculpture of a wild animal

2 - I Spy a sculpture of an inanimate object (something that is not alive)

3 - I Spy a sculpture of a kindness

4 - I Spy a sculpture by Dan Ostermiller

5 - I Spy a sculpture of a someone wearing a jacket

6 - I Spy a sculpture of a buffalo

7 - I Spy a sculpture with many colors

8 - I Spy a sculpture that shows the subject swimming

9 - I Spy a sculpture with a fox

10 - I Spy a sculpture with a young girl

Turn over for more fun!
Color the image below with crayons or colored pencils.

What is the name of this sculpture and who is the artist?

**NOTE - this sculpture is across 29th Street in the Northlake side of the park. Make sure you cross the road safely with an adult.**